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When it comes to OEM Replacement Clutches,  

ONLY EXEDY MATTERS. 

We supply Australia’s most complete range of replacement  

clutches for passenger motor vehicles, agricultural  

and commercial applications all of which are designed  

and built to OE specifications.

Our standard OEM replacement kits include the highest quality cover 

assemblies, clutch discs, and release bearings packaged in the distinctive 

EXEDY blue and silver box. With advanced dampening mechanisms, 

premium quality friction facings, and high quality cover assemblies,  

EXEDY clutch  kits guarantee correct fit and function every time.

Don’t risk your reputation, trust your instincts and specify EXEDY by name.

This vehicle was surging while being 
driven.

A small but noticeable surge could be 
felt while cruising or while applying 
throttle at a standstill. Idle and wide open 
throttle were OK.
No fault codes. With the scan tool 
connected while driving, I could feel 
a small surge and could see the fuel 
pressure dropping on average 500psi to 
1000psi while steadily cruising on each 
surge pulse.
Initially this felt and looked very similar 
to common suction control valve 

faults. This time, however, graphing 
the accelerator position sensor 1 and 
sensor 2 showed sensor 2 graphing 
logically and steadily but sensor 1 quite 
erratic and jerky. This correlated with the 
drop in fuel pressure commanded and 
hence the surging.
The accelerator pedal position sensor 1 
was faulty and causing an erratic signal, 
mostly only around the cruise pedal 
position (5 to 15 per cent). This made 
me think that instead of a hall effect 
sensor they might be using old style 
potentiometers and the commonly used 
area is getting bad contact.

The 
accelerator 
pedal assembly was 
replaced with inbuilt sensors.
It was noted that these assemblies are 
currently on back order, indicating a 
common problem.
Diagnostic time was one hour and fixing 
another hour.
Brendan Sorensen
Steve Sorensen Mechanical
BROWNS PLAINS QLD

2011 Great Wall V200

2011 Great Wall V200

The Great Wall 
surges

CAR TOON

TaT has a number of avid 
readers scattered around 
the world.

Among them is James Taylor, 
former editor of the MACS Action 
magazine in the US. This came in 
from James after reading our 50th 
anniversary issue:
‘I wanted to send congrats on 
TaT’s 50th issue!  

‘What a book it’s grown into and I 
thank you again for keeping me on 
the mail list. 
‘It’s one of the few ways I can stay 
in touch with the greater industry. 
‘All of you should be right-proud of 
what you’ve created. 
‘You serve your industry well.’
Take a bow everyone.

This is quite a compliment coming from James


